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CAESAR'S ALLEGED FEAR OF PROSECUTION AND HIS RATIO
ABSENTIS INTHE APPROACH TO THE CIVILWAR
In memory

of Peter Derow

I hesitate to try the reader's patience with yet another attack upon this old chestnut.
An issue that has remained controversial for centuries
indeed, since Suetonius (Iul.
is unlikely to be resolved by a few more pages here. Yet, regrettably,
30.3-4) at least
the question whether Gaius Julius Caesar had good reason to fear prosecution and even
perhaps conviction in the courts upon his return from his Gallic victory simply cannot
be ducked by anyone trying to attain some clarity upon the development of the crisis of

50-49 which had such profound consequences for theRoman world. Caesar's fear of
prosecution is often considered to provide a sufficient explanation for the determination
with which, even to the point of embarking on a Civil War, he clung to the exemption
from the normal requirement to canvass for the consulship in the city in person given
him in 52 by the so-called Law of theTen Tribunes: the law would have enabled Caesar
to step directly from his Gallic proconsulship to a second consulship without any break
in his possession of imperium and therefore of his immunity from prosecution. Thus
the theory takes on enormous weight inmany analyses of the coming of the conflict.1
The "prosecution theory" may indeed have enjoyed such staying power also because
(paradoxically) it so nicely suits the agenda of both the pro- and anti-Caesarian parti
sans who tend to show their colors unabashedly in the debate about the coming of the
Civil War: those favorable toward Caesar, because in the face of what may be seen as a
rigged show-trial he "had no choice" but to appeal to his army; his detractors, because
by starting a Civil War in order to escape accountability for his actions in a court of law,
he simply proved what a scoundrel he really was. Like D. R. Shackleton Bailey and
Erich Gruen, however, I regard the supposed plan to prosecute Caesar as a red herring;2
but since over the last three decades the scholarly pendulum seems to have swung away
1
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from their position, one who is concerned with the coming of the Civil War of 49^5
can hardly escape revisiting the question.
It will be necessary to go over some familiar ground in a bit more detail than did
Shackleton Bailey and Gruen in order to vindicate what I take to be their basic point,
which is that the "prosecution theory" attributes excessive significance to a factor that

remains conspicuously underemphasized inwhat is probably the richest proliferation of
contemporary source material for any event in ancient history. I shall add what I think
is a new argument drawn from the abortive peace negotiations of late January, 49, and
conclude the argument with a necessarily extended demonstration that the "prosecution
theory" is by no means a necessary or even attractive hypothesis to explain Caesar's
strong insistence upon his privilege to canvass in absentia (the so-called ratio absentis)
forhis second consulship. To be sure, a virtue of the "prosecution theory" has been that it
provided a seemingly straightforward explanation of Caesar's actions and an ostensibly
persuasive reconstruction of his strategy,which without this underlying imperative may
come off as implausibly vague, hesitant, and reactive.3 Thus a final objective of this
paper is to try to bring into clearer focus the central outlines of Caesar's motives and
objectives during the development of this great crisis without recourse to the too-easy
answer provided by the "prosecution theory."

I. The Case

against the Prosecution

For the sake of clarity it is worth first pointing out that the issue of the debate is not
whether anyone at the time ever imagined that some sort of legal case might be mounted
against Caesar between his return from Gaul and the second consulship forwhich he
aimed. Nor is itwhether an attack in the courts might have been launched at some point
to precipitate,

second,

or follow

up

some

other,

larger

move

against

Caesar's

position.

The function of the "prosecution theory" in the historiography of theCivil War is rather
to do some serious causal work: by positing a real threat of conviction between pro
consulship and entry into the anticipated second consulship, itpurports to explain both
Caesar's
insistence on his ratio absentis to the point of precipitating a Civil War, and
the strategy of his personal enemies against him. Skeptics of the "prosecution theory"
do not have tomeet the impossible standard of showing that no one ever contemplated

bringing charges against Caesar immediately after his Gallic command. We need simply
to demonstrate that thiswas never seen as a realistic possibility for blocking Caesar's
ambition for a second consulship immediately, or almost immediately, after his Gallic
command - which may not be so very difficult.
The positive evidence for an alleged plan to avert Caesar's
second consulship by
means of a prosecution is chiefly drawn from a few sentences of Suetonius inwhich - a
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- the
biographer gathers some supporting evidence
century and a half after the events
for the claim of some (alii) thatCaesar began theCivil War to avoid punishment for his
actions in his consulship of 59 contrary to the auspices, laws and vetoes (Iul. 30.3^).4
We should note immediately Suetonius' emphasis on prosecution for Caesar's actions
as consul, not for his behavior as proconsul inGaul, which was quite a different thing
(and, itwill be argued below, a non-starter). Yet an attack on Caesar's actions as consul
inevitably implicated the validity of his legislation, and we can reasonably presume
that all those who benefited by itwill have formed a united front in its defense, as they
- not least
had through the 50s
among them, Pompey himself! Suetonius goes on to
note thatCato had long threatened to bring Caesar to book as soon as he laid down his
command (? 3); but Cato's familiar denunciations meant little unless therewas a real
prospect of putting them into action. His famous, or notorious, call for Caesar to be
handed over to theGermans for his alleged violation of a truce in 55 which is often
is actually a case in point.5
made into the central thrustof the supposed charge-sheet
was
done" at the time, and
Regarding this, Plutarch explicitly remarks that "nothing
the issue never resurfaces again. In view of Caesar's own account at B. Gal. 4.13-15
of the events underlying Cato's complaint,6 it seems most unlikely that a Roman jury
could ever have convicted him on these murky facts, quite apart from the fact that the

imperator's spectacular victory over the ancient Gallic terror insulated him fromwhat
may well now have looked like the "technical," malicious, and above all now passe,
criticisms of a personal enemy. After all, the final outcome of thewar would seem to
have undermined even the religious rationale underlying Cato's central accusation.7
One might of course argue that anything was possible ifCaesar were forced, like
Milo, tomake his defense in a court surrounded by armed men, as Suetonius also claims
was openly and widely mooted (? 3). But the circumstances thatbrought Pompey's sol
diers into the city in 52 were not on the horizon in 50: persistent rioting over a period
ofmonths, the burning of theCuria, the failure to restore calm even after passage of the
Senate's Final Decree, Pompey's sole consulship. In 49 Pompey would not even hold
imperium in the city.8There

(cf. 25) suggests a different line of attack (ambitus, apparently
reaching back
but to Cato's
Plut. Cat. Min. 49.1 evidently does not allude to plans for a prosecution
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4
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5
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People would have given special public authorization in 49 for any blatant attempt to
impose, by a show ofmilitary force, a predetermined conviction upon theConqueror of
Gaul. Nor is the trial ofMilo a very compelling precedent anyway. Milo was extremely
unpopular, as the killer of a popular hero; popular pressure for conviction had been
intense; and as Asconius's account makes clear, the soldiery had been brought in not to
force a conviction but on the contrary tominimize intimidation of the jurors in the face
of intense and even violent popular pressure to convict.9 Caesar was a popular hero;

the crowd in the Forum could be expected this time to exert equally strong pressure in
precisely the opposite direction, for acquittal; and the fundamentally contrary example
of 52 therefore gives no reason to suppose that soldiers ringing the court could have
imposed a wildly unpopular verdict upon Caesar in (putatively) 49.

There remains the single really notable piece of positive evidence for the idea that
Caesar had to fear a possible trial upon his return fromGaul: Suetonius adduces in sup
port of his view the contemporary historian Asinius Pollio, an eyewitness tomany events
of the civil wars and among them the battle of Pharsalus, who wrote that as Caesar sur

veyed the corpse-strewn field of battle he declared "This was what theywanted. I,Gaius
Caesar, would have been convicted despite my victories if I had not appealed tomy army
to protect

me"

(hoc

voluerunt;

tantis

rebus

gestis

Gaius

Caesar

condemnatus

essem,

nisi

ab exercitu auxilium petissem [Suet. Iul. 30.4]).10 It should firstbe noted that Suetonius
does not explicitly say that Pollio was among those unnamed sources (alii: 30.3) who
claimed thatCaesar launched the civil war to avoid being brought to trial under themere
pretext of protecting the rights of the tribunes; rather, his testimony about Caesar's ut
terance at Pharsalus is cited by Suetonius as making this view more probable.11 While it
seems thatPollio indeed adopted a compelling pose of critical detachment toward both
parties in theCivil War itwould be hard to credit the idea thathe actually went so far as
to endorse the hostile view later taken by Suetonius;12 on the contrary, readers of Divus
9
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Iulius 30 have regularly acknowledged that, likemany other parts of the Suetonian Life,
this chapter largely derives from the anti-Caesarian tradition forwhich indeed thiswork
is such a valuable source.13 To return to the specific remark Pollio attributed to Caesar
on the field of Pharsalus, then, it is not difficult to imagine thatCaesar might well have
said this in self-exculpation, as he viewed the horror of the scene about him; but he was
hardly thereby"admit[ting] thathe used his army against the commonwealth in49 because
otherwise he would have been condemned in the law courts."14 Despite Suetonius' (and
modern historians') interest in condemnatus essem, in fact thewhole force and empha
sis of Caesar's assertion lies at its beginning: hoc voluerunt. By saying thathis enemies
had wanted a field piled with Roman corpses he is insisting thatCivil War had been his
enemies' choice; and the point of the utterance was therefore rather to brand as fanatics
themen who (on his account) had "forced" a civil war simply to destroy a man who had
performed extraordinary services to theRepublic, tantis rebus gestis.15 In this context,
Caesar's claim that theywould otherwise have condemned him in the courts can hardly
be taken as transparent evidence of his weighing of probabilities but as an element of a
highly partisan self-justification for embarking on a war that produced heaps of citizen
corpses. It should thereforebe judged with the same detached eye thatwe cast upon other
partisan justifications and not treated as simple fact.

One must furtherask why this very forceful claim of self-justification finds no place
in Caesar's own public apologia for entering into Civil War, the first book of theDe
bello civili. One would suppose that his case would have been considerably helped by
adding this further insult upon the sensibilities of theRoman People to his account of
how he responded to a conspiracy hatched by zfactio inimicorum against one of the
greatest heroes of theRepublic.16 True, the beginning of thework seems to be missing,
and it has been suggested that a reference to the alleged prosecution might have ap
peared there.17Perhaps
although there is no independent reason why it should have
of his deeds
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been placed there only and never be referred to again, especially at the actual outbreak
of war, a crucial moment at which Caesar needed tomuster all his (respectable) argu
ments formarching on Italy (1.7-11), nor for thatmatter anywhere in the three other
openly apologetic passages of the book (1.22, 32, 85).18 Might a reference to the plot
have reflected discredit upon Caesar?19 But Caesar's commentarii in general show no
lack of genius for anticipating the criticisms of his enemies: think of his wily descrip
tion of the chain of events that led him to strike out beyond his province and attack
the receding Helvetii, or his subtle strategies of self-exculpation while recounting the
disaster of thewinter of 54-53 or, in 55, the slaughter of Germans who appear to have
suppres
thought theywere protected by a truce.20 The best explanation for Caesar's
sion in theCivil War of what he is supposed to have said after Pharsalus may therefore
be thathe recognized that itwould not stand up to public, non-partisan scrutiny. In his
Commentarii, Caesar rested his case for appealing to his army not on a claim that in
volved a tenuous and extended chain of causation (i.e., thathe must otherwise have been

convicted in the courts) but more soberly and directly on the protection of the rights of
tribunes and of his dignitas.21
Suetonius' supporting evidence for the claim thatCaesar started the Civil War to
escape being held to account forhis actions as consul proves thereforeupon examination
to be quite meager, despite the impression he gives that he is pulling together what he
can to fortify this charge. On the other hand, for the outbreak of theCivil War we have
not merely one but two excellent contemporary sources, not only Caesar but also, and
most especially, Cicero - yet both are silent on thisostensibly central point.22Arguments
from silence, like circumstantial evidence, are often dismissed out of hand - sometimes
unjustly, for silence can be a powerful sign. InArthur Conan Doyle's Silver Blaze, the
central clue to the case is provided, as Holmes explains to a bemused Watson, by
"'the

curious

incident

of

in the night-time.'

the dog

The dog did nothing in the night-time.'
That was the curious incident,' remarked Sherlock Holmes."23
The "curious incident" was precisely that thedog, who would have barked at any stranger,
was silent as an intruderhad made offwith the great race-horse. Holmes' inference is no
more

than an argument

from

silence

-

but

a

powerful

one,

and

an

instructive

demonstra

tion of how strong this form of syllogism can be if the evidence is rich, informative and
reliable enough to provide assurance that itwould tell us of an event if itever happened.
In our case, either Caesar or Cicero should have barked.
Cicero's silence is in fact even harder to explain away than Caesar's.24 This sup
posedly crucial "sticking point" to a resolution of the crisis would have to have been

18
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somewhere in Cicero's anxious lucubrations of December 50 and January
49, particularly for example in a letter such as Att. 7.9 (written on 27 December 50 at
Formiae), where in ?? 2-4 he laboriously runs through all the possible permutations
in a manner almost worthy of a modern game-theorist.25 In this letterCicero lays out
a whole series of conceivable moves and counter-moves (? 2), but the only device he
second consulship is that of refusing to allow
anticipates being used to block Caesar's
his candidacy: as he had written about a week before, the choice came down to "we
must fight him or allow his candidacy in accordance with the law," i.e. the Law of the
Ten Tribunes that gave Caesar the right to be elected consul in his absence (Att. 7.7.6).
If the option of preventing Caesar's election by means of a trial had indeed been a real
prospect inDecember 50, this important "third way" would have had to be mentioned
in a complex strategic discussion such as thatof Att. 1.9.2-A (as well as the surrounding
letters in theDecember series). So too, any ideas of blocking Caesar's entry into office
by a prosecution after his election, while he was still designatus. This latter scenario is
in any case a purely theoretical construct, since in fact the prosecution of a consul de
signatus for a crime other than electoral corruption in the voting thathad just produced
him seems to be unknown and unprecedented for the whole of the Republic.26 Once
theRoman People had reached their verdict in the polls, it appears, no mere quaestio
could second-guess them except as regards the procedural validity of that very verdict.
mentioned

Certainly, this is implied by Cicero's various references to the prospect of Caesar's
election in the letters of late 50 and the beginning of 49, where he consistently treats
election to the consulship as the equivalent for the purposes of his discussion of actu
ally becoming consul.21
At this point of the argument it should no longer seem premature to dispose of two
of themore remote possibilities for a prosecution raised by proponents of the theory.
It has been suggested thatCaesar's enemies did not need to achieve a conviction to do
enormous damage to his dignitas: in particular, an ongoing trial could be used as a pre
office in the ordinary way he would
infallibly become consul." The phrase "stand for office in the
as still mak
the waters a bit, since Cicero
is probably envisioning Caesar
ordinary way" muddies
in person within the pomoerium
(see
ing use of his ratio absentis while ad urbem, not canvassing
silence - although he does seek to
below). Brunt (as in n. 19) made no effort to explain Cicero's

into the implication of Cic. An. 7.8.4 that, by Dec. 50, Pompey was prepared to
election. But a refusal to recognize
the continued validity of the ratio absentis
try to block Caesar's
was the most effective expedient available
to achieve
this end (below), and that scenario virtually
a prosecution:
excludes
entail war. Rowland
does
rather, on Cicero's
showing it probably would
read the hypothesis

seek as an afterthought to account for Cicero's
silence ("Fear of Prosecution"
[as in n. 1], 166):
silence about prosecuting Caesar
that he was not
simply confirms what we already knew
in Italy for most of the year 50." But by late December
50 Cicero was exceedingly
well informed

"Cicero's

25
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schematic diagram of the
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1968), 310. Contra Botermann,
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the
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of
through:
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text by the two hostile consuls of 49 to disallow Caesar's candidacy if he actually did
enter the city to campaign in person, as was Catiline's in 66.28 But there is no parallel
for dishing out this kind of treatment to an ex-consul and imperator of Julius Caesar's
stature in 49. Catiline in 66 was hardly a very compelling precedent; and even then, his
exclusion had not been automatic.29 And the idea that this unusual device could be used
annually to stave off Caesar's candidacy indefinitely seems quite fanciful. In any case,
the only procedural means of blocking Caesar's candidacy that is clearly contemplated
in the contemporary evidence was to deny the continued validity of the ratio absentis
conferred by the Law of the Ten Tribunes beyond the end of the fighting in Gaul, or

beyond the (probably debatable) terminus of Caesar's command.30 The hypothesis that
a prosecution might be used in this way against Caesar is therefore neither necessary
nor sufficient for its purpose. An equally ingenious but politically even more improb
able method of foiling Caesar's plans would have been to seek to force him to trial
after he was induced to come to the outskirts of Rome, outside the formal bounds of
the city, ostensibly to await his triumph.31But unless Caesar were persuaded to present

himself inside the city for trial despite the protection from prosecution afforded by the
to one who was absens rei publicae causa - the rock on which a tribune
lexMemmia
L. Antistius' earlier attempt to tryCaesar (in 58 or 56) had foundered when Caesar had
- thiswould almost
certainly have required a vote
appealed to the tribunician college32
of the people abrogating his imperium,33which seems downright inconceivable under
the circumstances, after theGallic victory and at a timewhen Caesar had even greater
resources forwinning friends among the tribunician college than he had had in 58 (or
56). These conjectural mechanisms for bringing Caesar decisively to ruin seem labored
and legalistic, and too oblivious to the roar of the crowd in the Forum.34 In a Republic,
some thingswere still just not politically possible.
A proponent of the "prosecution theory"might be inclined to argue that although
a trial forCaesar never did in fact become a realistic possibility, thiswas only because

Caesar anticipated thismove precisely by clinging doggedly to his right to campaign for
his second consulship in absentia. But while this construction is no doubt theoretically

28
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possible, its circularity as an argument to explain theweakness of the positive evidence
is obvious: itbegs the very question that is under investigation, that is, thatCaesar was
motivated by a significant fear of prosecution. We might also note that in fact Caesar
did not quite hold unwaveringly to his ratio absentis: he did in fact offer to relinquish
it among the peace proposals of late January 49, and when he did so the risk or prospect
of a trial does not emerge inCicero's letters any more than ithad before.35 This appears

to be quite inconsistent with the "prosecution theory."
On January 23, 49, some two weeks into the conflict, terms for peace offered by
Caesar were approved by Pompey and the consuls on condition that he withdraw his
troops to his province.36 As we know from Cicero's relatively full account of the pro
posals written to his freedman Tiro on January 27, these included Caesar's waiving
the ratio absentis and his pledge to present himself in Rome to canvass in person.37
Even Cato supported the proposed deal ifCaesar abided by the condition, though he
to the
anticipated some kind of debate in the Senate over ratification.38Cicero's reaction
a
as
and
apparent deal shows thathe regarded it assuring Caesar his second consulship
was
a
serious risk of trial before the election; and if there
any
triumph.39This excludes
real threat that a conviction in the courts would come between Caesar's election (treated
as inevitable) and his entry into office as consul, it is difficult in the extreme to imagine
- even
why Caesar would ever have dropped his electoral privilege in this way and
as
what
he had
more decisively
Cicero could not have treated the deal
giving Caesar
enim
si
vicerit
Att.
7.15.3
wanted all along, the second consulship above all (note Cic.
two
the
of
these
inferences
first
consul factus erit). One might get around
by assuming
thatCaesar was not serious inmaking the proposal (though thiswould be a questionable
assumption, in view of Raaflaub's

II. Caesar's

persuasive

analysis),40 but not the second.

strategy and the ratio absentis

It remains therefore to explain why at least down to the outbreak of thewar Caesar in
sisted upon the electoral privilege assured him by theLaw of theTen Tribunes, even to
the point of precipitating Civil War, ifnot for the purpose of assuring his own personal
safety against a putative prosecution.41 Itwill be my contention that the ratio absentis
was an essential part of Caesar's
strategy for obtaining his twin goals of a second con

36

(as in n. 1), 85, unpersuasively
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sulship and a well-earned triumph and therefore that there is no need to resort to the
"prosecution theory" to appreciate fully the value he placed upon it.Here the discussion
must broaden in order to elucidate Caesar's
strategy in positive terms now rather than
negatively.
The original public rationale for theLaw of theTen Tribunes which granted Caesar
the right to campaign for the consulship in absentia was that the consulship Caesar mer
ited in 52 for his exertions in behalf of the state should be conferred upon him when his
term of command inGaul was reaching its end so thathe would not be forced to leave
his province unpacified to present himself for election.42 It deserves emphasis that from
the very beginning, then,Caesar's ratio absentis was expected to be used most likely
while theproconsul was still inhis province at the head of an army - a combination upon
which Caesar in fact insisted unwaveringly rightdown to the outbreak of war.43 The most
important precedent in livingmemory was clearly thatof Caesar's uncle Marius in 102,

elected consul for 101 in absentia afterAquae Sextiae but before the conclusive victory
at Vercellae.44 There is every reason to think that theMarian precedent was important
forCaesar, given his efforts in the earlier part of his career to stress his connection with
his famous relative, whose powerful combination ofmilitary virtus and popular politics
served as a model for his own political course.45
But more important, the ratio absentis removed a potentially serious obstacle from
Caesar's path. As the campaigns inGaul began towind down and Caesar contemplated
his honorable return and reintegration into the political life of the city, his twin goals
were, as is and was well known, not only a second consulship but also a well-merited
42

Suet. Iul. 26.1: ut absenti sibi, quandoque
imperii tempus expleri coepisset, petitio secundi consulatus
daretur, ne ea causa maturius et inperfecto adhuc bello decederet. Cf. Plut. Pomp. 56.1-2; Dio 40.51.2.
That the privilege remained legally valid after Pompey's
of 52 (and despite
lex de iure magistratuum

treats it as legally
is proven by the fact that Cicero
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triumph for his achievements inGaul.46 Caesar, we must remind ourselves, had never
yet ridden in a triumphal car. His claim to be allowed to do so in 60 for his praetorian
victories in Spain, the year inwhich he was seeking the consulship suo anno, took the
form precisely of a request for the right to declare his consular candidacy (professio)
and canvass for the office through the agency of others, without formally entering the
city; and ithad been blocked by none other thanCato, forcing Caesar to choose between
the gloria of a triumph and his consular candidacy in that year.47 The disappointment
of 60 helps to explain the enormous emphasis Caesar placed upon ensuring fully com
- and
mensurate recognition of his achievements this time around
upon warding off
another attack from the same quarter. A particular attraction of the ratio absentis for
Caesar may therefore have been that it allowed him to pursue his arrangements for a
spectacular Gallic triumphmore or less independently of his consular candidacy. This
not only freed him from the painful dilemma of 60 but also presented the attractive
- not to
mention, indeed,
possibility of following in the footsteps (again) of his uncle
a triumphal entry into the
of
the
honor
Caesar's rival Pompey
exquisite
by enjoying
consulship. (Marius's Jugurthine triumphwas held on the firstday of his second consul

ship, the firstof January, 104, while Pompey held his Spanish triumph on the day before
the beginning of his first consulship, on December 29, 71.) Catonian obstruction could
be predicted; Caesar will have remembered the fulminations of 55, among other things.
We might note as well thatof the last five triumphs before the outbreak of civil war, one
eventual triumphator (Pomptinus) had been kept waiting outside the city for five years,
two (Lucullus and Metellus Creticus) for three years, and one (Lentulus Spinther), two
years; only one triumph over the last eighteen years (Pompey's for theMithridatic and
Pirate wars) had actually been approved in the same year of the commander's return
ad urbem.48 Cato's invidious reserve toward Cicero's contemporaneous supplications
and campaign for a triumph is also worth marking.49 Delays could be foreseen, and the
stakes of being caught once again on the horns of the Catonian dilemma were much

higher this time around were than they had been in 60.
As the question of Caesar's provinces (and therefore of his replacement) truly
came to a head in February and March, 50,50 the proconsul resorted to a powerful but

46
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potentially explosive weapon to defend himself against being separated from his army
prematurely (as he saw it) and being forced thereby to give up the ratio absentis, at
least as it had originally been expected to be used. Caesar obtained the support of the
tribune C. Scribonius Curio who, frustrated by the consuls' obstruction of his own
popularis legislative program, made a persistent threat of veto against any disposition
of provinces thatwould result in replacing Caesar and thus separate him from his army
(unless Pompey also gave up his command: below). The genius of this tactic was that
itessentially pushed the problem of deciding when Caesar's ten-year command had run
its course into the background, since until the Senate was able to decide on the disposi
tion of theGauls with all due formality and correct constitutional procedure - that is,
without incurring a veto - the current general was free, nay arguably bound, to remain
at his post until his successor was properly named!51
M. Marcellus,
the consul of 51, had famously wished the ratio absentis away, by
claiming that it had been annulled by Pompey's subsequent lex de iure magistratuum
and further that since the fighting inGaul was at an end, the underlying rationale for the
privilege had vanished.52 Few, if any, seem to have found the arguments compelling.53
Pompey was more subtle, or perhaps initially more open to accommodation. Although
Caesar's
electoral privilege was originally expected to be used while the proconsul
remained at the head of his army inGaul, itwas at least theoretically possible that as
theGallic campaigns wound down he could be induced tomake use of it in a way his
enemies would view as lessmenacing. From at leastApril, 50, Pompey gave the impres
sion (though perhaps did not quite state publicly and explicitly) that he would accept
Caesar's election to the consulship on condition that he first hand over his provinces
and army.54 Since there is no suggestion in our evidence thatby these conditions Pom

to for
their assignment
and was not replaced by the lex Pompeia mandating
[Basel 1983] 105-127)
mer consuls out of office at least five years is in direct contradiction with Dio 40.56.1
(cf. 40.46.2,

ut
et consulatu.
and Caes. BCiv.
1.85.9: in se iura magistratuum
commutari, ne ex praetura
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30.1)
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ratio absentis outright and thus set his face directly
pey proposed to annul Caesar's
against his recent ally, whom he claimed to be treating with all justice,55 we should
instead suppose that he was suggesting a way inwhich Caesar could use his electoral
privilege to achieve his known aims of a second consulship and triumphwhile at the
same time separating him from at least the bulk of his army and thereby assuaging the

worst fears of his intentions.56 Pompey himself had been elected consul in 71, after his
return from Spain, while awaiting his triumph extra urbem, outside the formal bound
ary of the city; Caesar might do the same, returning to the city but remaining outside
the pomoerium, and therebymaintaining his imperium for the eventual triumphwhile
enjoying unrestricted access to the Campus Martius for his virtually certain election
to a second consulship.57 (Alternatively, though less likely, he could of course decide
to triumph first and forego the ratio absentis altogether as no longer necessary.) Either
way, Pompey could claim, he was scrupulously respecting Caesar's rights and thewill
of theRoman People expressed in theLaw of the 10 Tribunes, and indeed granting both
of Caesar's underlying goals: the second consulship and the triumph.58Caesar needed
only to refrain from his plan to remain in command in his province until the elections
- a scenario inherent in the
original conception of the Law of the 10 Tribunes, as we
one
was
but
that
saw,
by April 50 no longer easily justifiable by military circumstances
and therefore apt to be seen as a form of blackmail.
In December, 50, when Pompey was in fact walking away from these conditions
(for reasons to be discussed below), Cicero picked up the proposal, seeing it as the only
real chance for peace if only Caesar could be induced to accept it in order to achieve
his larger objectives.59 For our purposes, it is important to recognize thatCicero treats
the conditions Pompey had firstproposed as entirely consistent with the ratio absentis;

that is, when Cicero revives the idea thatCaesar might be elected to the consulship
in summer 49 after leaving his army and province - a proposal that he says "all good
men" would favor along with Atticus and himself - he is not proposing to invalidate
Caesar's electoral privilege but merely placing a condition upon it thathe thinkswould
assure him his second consulship.60 For in the same cluster of letters he also presents

the Senate to set Nov. 13 of that year as a deadline for Caesar's
departure from his province, but contra
does not suggest that thereby he relinquished
the principle that Caesar
Girardet, pp. 701-702, Caelius
must give up his army and command before his election - in fact, he first states Pompey's
condition
in the very passage where his support for theNovember
deadline
is noted (Cic. Fam. 8.11.3).
55

Caelius
putet
Fam.

56

ap. Cic. Fam. 8.11.3: Pompeius,
constituat....
Cf. Pompey's
earlier
8.8.9.

Raaflaub, Dignitatis
the concession.
But
ity to prolong
Senate.

57

See

above,

non impugnet sed quod illi aequum
tamquam Caesarem
insistence on avoiding
iniuria to Caesar:
Caelius
ap. Cic.

insistance on
(as in n. 1), 133 n. 115, expresses
surprise at Pompey's
the ratio absentis, removing its capac
essentially have "de-fanged"
command
indefinitely and thereby to exert illegitimate pressure upon the

contentio

this would

Caesar's

n. 44.

58

to drag Caesar
into court,
incidentally, suggests that Pompey was not in on any conspiracy
since these conditions would not have forced a lapse of legal immunity for Caesar:
cf. Raaflaub,
contentio (as in n. 1), 134.
Dignitatis

59

seems to recognize
Att. 7.9.3; cf. 7.8.4. At 7.9.3 (cf. 7.4.2, 8.4) Cicero
to use the
that the proposal
ratio absentis after giving up command
is no longer acceptable
to Pompey.
Att. 7.9.3. Note dices profecto etc. (ad ink.) and quod ille sifaciat,
iam a bonis omnibus summam
ineat gratiam (ad fin.); also 7.4.3: cui etiam inimici alterum consulatum
[sc. dederint]. Cf. Att. 7.7.6:
cum hoc aut depugnandum
e lege ratio; note Fam. 6.6.5: rationem haberi absentis
est aut habenda

60

This,

non tampugnavi

ut liceret quam

ut, quoniam

ipso [sc. Pompeio]

consule pugnante

populus
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allowing the ratio absentis (with this qualification) as the only alternative towar,61 and
simultaneously insists that itwould remain legally valid right through the elections of
summer

49.62

Cicero was surprised - as Pompey must have been before him - thatCaesar would
not accept these apparently quite reasonable conditions for the exercise of his privilege
that seemed to hold out the promise of achieving everything he wanted.63 Although we
never are given an explicit rationale from Caesar's perspective on this crux his reasons
can probably be inferred. From the point that the condition is firstmade explicit (in
April of 50), Caesar will probably have seen the proposal as retroactively imposing
heavy qualifications upon his exercise of the ratio absentis
qualifications thatwere
to
law
the
intent
of
the
that
he
should
be able to be elected
directly contrary
original
while holding his Gallic command (as noted above); and however honorific Pompey's
public professions were in late 51 and early 50, support for these novel conditions will
also inevitably have smacked of the strategy of Caesar's enemies towrench the com
mand from his grasp rather than permit him the honorable departure from his province
and triumphal return toRome thatmost will have feltwas his due.64 He will also have
observed that the Senate was not of one mind with Pompey on this point: in June 50
Phil. 2.24 refers either to 52 (cf. Att. 7.1.4) or is a politic misrepresentation.
Atticus: Att.
7.9.3, init. "All good men:"
ibid., ad fin.; these are probably the conditions under which even Caesar's
own
to give him the consulship
since after all this had been Pompey's
inimici are willing
(7.4.3),
position for some time.
haberetur.

61
62

19], quoted n. 60.
[i.e. in the
Quid ergo? exercitum retinentis cum legis dies transient rationem haberi
elections of summer 49] placet? mihi vero ne absentis quidem;
sed cum id datum est, illud una
datum est. This crucial passage
into 49 remained a
shows that (a) the validity of the ratio absentis
the termination of
matter of contentious debate, (b) some claimed that it automatically
after
lapsed
Caesar's
if he held on
command
(which itself could be debated: below n. 78), perhaps particularly
to his army after that point, and - equally
that
Caesar's
ratio
felt
Cicero
however
(c)
important
absentis necessarily
itwhile
of an army in a province
entailed
the right to exercise
in command
Att. 1.1.6

[c. Dec.

Att. 1.1.6:

regard to (b), this could certainly be argued on the
to prevent the commander
from having to interrupt active
of the apparent intent of the Law
et
in order to return to Rome
for election
(Suet. Iul. 26.1: ne ea causa maturius
fighting in Gaul
even after the termination of the command. With

basis

claim in 28.2); however, an explicit
cf. M. Marcellus's
inperfecto adhuc bello decederet;
seems
not
to
in
in view of (c). Girardet,
have
been
laid
down
the
qualification
legislation
thus seems to embrace too readily the view Caesar's
(as in n. 1), 681-685,
Konsulatsplan"
it does follow from (b) that Caesar's
took of the limits upon his ratio absentis. However,

temporal
"Caesars
enemies

privilege
to compete for the consulship
in
after he had declined
politically
the elections of 50. As regards (c), it is true that while Cicero here regards the electoral privilege as
and army, he
legally valid through the elections of 49 even ifCaesar does not hand over provinces
soon comes to regard this "strong interpretation" of
also (perhaps stiffened by Pompey and Atticus)
the privilege as politically unacceptable
{An. 7.9).

became

63
64

much more

vulnerable

...
nonfacere miror.
idque eum
Cf. n. 46, esp. Caes. BCiv.
1.85.10. Note that already in Sept., 51, Caelius
thought it highly doubt
8.8.9. Pompey's
ful that Caesar would yield his province and army before his election: Cic. Fam.
intended precisely to ease Caesar's mind about his intentions,
(ibid.) was presumably
circumspection

Cic. Att. 7.9.3:

claim to a triumph might have been weak
thatCaesar's
It is possible
evidently unsuccessful.
ened by handing over his army rather than bringing the bulk of it back to Italy: Caelius's
phrasing
of Pompey's
conditions always employs the phrase exercitum tradere rather than dimittere. But see
T. Mommsen,
Romisches
Staatsrecht
l3 (Leipzig
(as
1887) 129-130;
Itgenshorst, Tota ilia pompa
but was

in n. 48),

Civil
of the Livian
203, with discussion
triumphal debates at 159-179. Carter, Caesar:
(as in n. 17), 212 (cf. 211) goes too far in claiming that the return of the victorious army was a
condition of a triumph.
necessary

War
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theHouse actually backed away from any strongmeasures thatmight have prevented
Caesar frommaking use of the ratio absentis in the upcoming elections in summer while
retaining his army and province.65 Caesar counter-offered, throughCurio, thathe would
be willing to give up his army and province ifPompey did the same; whether or not the
offerwas sincere (on that point debate could go on forever, but it is no longer possible

to scrutinize Caesar's
soul) the overwhelming count of 370-22 in its favor when in
December thematter was finally allowed to be put to a vote in the Senate clearly shows
that the counter-proposal undercut any active push by his enemies toward stronger
measures against him that ran a real risk of Civil War.66
Caesar had been expected to compete in the election of 50,67 but as it happens,
- a decision of enormous
he chose not to
consequence for the development of the
crisis, and one that calls for close attention. All understood thatCaesar's
campaigns
that even the Gauls knew
in Gaul were over: his lieutenant Hirtius acknowledges
last in the province; Pompey's claim in 51 that it
that the summer of 51 was Caesar's
would be iniuria to Caesar to debate the issue of succeeding him before March 1, 50,
but not thereafter, points in the same direction.68 Caesar's
strongest public rationale
(or pretext) for continuing to hold on to his province and army was therefore quickly
vanishing, if not already gone. If he desired to use the ratio absentis while still at the
head of his army, the elections in the summer of 50 were his last good chance.69 Yet
he failed to do this, for reasons that are again not spelled out for us explicitly but must
have been weighty, considering that the readily foreseeable consequence was a steep
escalation of the crisis as Caesar's opponents contemplated his using the privilege to
retain his army at least another full year and perhaps longer70 perhaps indeed until

65
66

Cic. [Caelius] Fam. 8.13.2: transierant illuc, rationem eius habendam qui <neque>
exercitum neque
Cf. Att. 7.7.5 (quoted n. 51).
tradere<t>.
provincias
From Curio's point of view, the ostensibly even-handed
proposal will also have given crucial politi
use of the tribunician veto. The offer first appears in
cal "cover" for his extreme and unprecedented
our contemporary
in Cic.
evidence
[Caelius] Fam. 8.14.2 of early August, but App. BCiv. 2.27-28
illness in June (D. R. Shackle
places the original proposal before or around the time of Pompey's
ton Bailey, Cicero: Epistulae
ad familiares
1 [Cambridge
1977] 425) and perhaps as early as the
contentio [as
in 50 on March
1 (Raaflaub, Dignitatis
beginning of the debate on Caesar's
provinces
in n. 1], 28, with idem, "Zum politischen Wirken"
This would
therefore put
[as in n. 13], 302-306).
before the elections of 50 (probably inAugust: Girardet, "Caesars Konsulatsplan"
[as in n.
ad familiares
1 [Cambridge
1], 705; cf. D. R. Shackleton Bailey, Cicero: Epistulae
1977] 429: late
it was partly intended as a formula under which Caesar
July), which raises the question whether
itwell

in them. The proposal was however
might have competed
[as in n. 2], 486), and Curio
e.g. Gruen, Last Generation

to Pompey
(see
predictably unacceptable
ensured its rejection by his high-handed

see
demand that Pompey give up his command first (App. BCiv. 2.28). For the vote of December,
"Cato
30, Pomp. 58.3-5, with the interesting paper by H. Botermann,
App. BCiv. 2.30; Plut. Caes.
und die sogenannte Schwertubergabe
im Dezember
50 v. Christus: Ein ubersehenes
fur die
Zeugnis
des Burgerkrieges
Hermes
117 (1989)
(Sen. ep. mor. 14.12f.; 95.69f.;
104.29-33),"
Vorgeschichte
to argue that Cato voted for the proposal of mutual
in which Senecan
is adduced
evidence
62-85,
disarmament.
67

Cic.

68

Caes.

69

The

70

[Caelius]

Fam.

[Hirtius] BGall.

cf. Caes.
8.52.2 ad consulatus petitionem.
[Hirtius] BGall.
9.
8.39.3; Cic.
[Caelius] Fam. 8.8.4-5,
of a decade between consulships,
recently reinstituted by Sulla, had been bent

8.8.9;

legal requirement
as recently as 52 for Pompey
point, in view of the rationale

this was hardly a major
(and before that, by Sulla himself!);
sticking
of the Law of the Ten Tribunes
itself (see Gruen, Last Generation
[as

in n. 2], 476 n. 96; contra, Mitchell,
Senior Statesman
[as in n. 42], 242 n. 31).
See Cic. Att. 7.8.4; cf., already inApril, 50, [Caelius] Fam. 8.11.3 ad fin.
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they capitulated to his demands. To impute to Caesar the innocent motive of desiring
more time to consolidate his settlement inGaul71 seems to overlook the increasingly
contentious and dangerous political context of the decision. Not even Caesar claims
this,72 and as we have just noted Hirtius concedes that the summer of 51 was widely
known to be his last inGaul.
I would point instead to the likely impact upon Caesar of his adversaries' actions in
themonths before the election, which gave some reason to question whether his candi
dacy would be accepted or, if itwere, whether some device might be found to engineer
a defeat despite themassive popular support that could be anticipated.73 First, he could

evidently count on Pompey's resistance if he did not bow to the unacceptable condi
tion that he give up his army and provinces before the election.74 For the same reason
he could not safely rely on the presiding consul in the election to accept his candidacy,
or perhaps even to acknowledge his election (renuntiare) after a favorable result in
the voting. Further, inApril orMay the Senate had ordered Caesar to send one of his
legions to Italy for possible service in Parthia, and Pompey, confronted with the same
request, requested thatCaesar give back a legion he had "borrowed" from him in 54,
thus resulting in an overall debit to Caesar of two legions. The victorious commander
inGaul, whose conquests were complete, could only comply with the requests, but he is
likely to have interpreted them in the light of other efforts toweaken him and to alienate
Pompey from him; he may indeed have suspected a plan to overawe the elections with
a show ofmilitary force.75 In any case, Caesar's caution seemed to be vindicated in the
event by the election of two consuls-designate for 49 who were known to be hostile
to him, while his own favored candidate, Ser. Sulpicius Galba, was shunted aside - by

some sharp practice, came the cry from Caesar's camp.76
But in bypassing the elections of 50, Caesar pushed theproximate date for use of his
legally sanctioned privilege to summer 49. This would in fact bring him into compliance
with the 10-year rule between consulships77 but encouraged the fear, already probably
aroused by his rejection of Pompey's ostensibly quite accommodating conditions for
the exercise of his electoral privilege, that he would hold on to his army indefinitely,
supported by the veto-threats of friendly tribunes, until the Senate would be forced to

71
72
73

Gruen, Last Generation
(as in n. 2), 477^80.
at BCiv.
When
1.9.2 Caesar
complains of six months'
a settlement.
evident allusion to consolidating
Likewise
of Caes.

74
75

in fact Girardet,
BCiv.

imperium being

stolen from him he makes

no

His novel interpretation
(as in n. 1), 699-707.
Konsulatsplan"
is unpersuasive
(see below, n. 78).
argument that Pompey had given up this condition.
Later
view is given at Caes.
8.54; cf. Dio 40.65.1-66.1.
[Hirtius] BGall.

"Caesars

1.9.2, however,

See n. 54 against Girardet's
retrospective Caesarian

The

at least these very legions became part of the Caesarian
argument
n. 85). After their arrival in Italy, perhaps in late summer,

about

intimidation

of the comitia:

the legions were retained in Cam
control inDecember:
transferred to Pompey's

below,

then were
pania when the Parthian threat evaporated,
See Raaflaub,
cf. Caes. BCiv.
1.2.3, 9.4, 32.6; Cic. Att. 7.13.2 for the gravity of this new grievance.
contentio (as in n. 1), 141-142;
Stanton, "Why Did Caesar Cross the Rubicon?"
(as in n.
Dignitatis
on the date of the decree, see the bibliography
assembled
Ottmer,
1), 79-80;
Rubikon-Legende
by
76

77

(as inn. 40), 18 n. 63.
Caesar
8.50.4. Girardet, "Caesars Konsulatsplan"
(as in n. 1), 704, indeed infers
[Hirtius] BGall.
cum ismulto plus gratia suffragiisque valuisset that a hostile
from ereptum Ser. Galbae
consulatum,
refused to announce
formally his election although he
presiding consul, presumably C. Marcellus,
had won the vote-count. This would have been an extremely ominous
sign.
See Caes.

BCiv.

1.32.2.
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yield to his demands. Although itremains doubtful whether a legal terminus forCaesar's
provinces was ever defined by a specific date in the relevant legislation, it is clear that
his adversaries, and on this point Cicero as well, regarded the elections of summer 49 as
beyond the expected or understood legitimate limit of his proconsular command.78 From
theirpoint of view, then, itwas atminimum an outrage, some would have claimed even
illegal (though on this point, not Cicero) for Caesar to use his ratio absentis to justify

holding onto his army and provinces until at least after the election of 49.79 Hence the
hardening of Pompey's position: inDecember, 50, while Cicero had begun to champion
the conditions Pompey had formerly favored, the great general, exasperated by Caesar's
- was better than
indeed, even civil war
tactics, had decided that anything
suffering
a second consulship for a now much stronger Caesar.80
For his part, once the elections of 50 were over Caesar well knew thatwith one
of the two hostile consuls chosen presiding over the elections in the coming summer
(49), he had even less reason to be optimistic about the acceptance of his ratio absentis
than he had been before. He doubtless knew that his insistence now upon holding onto
his army until after the elections of 49 was likely to stimulate even greater resistance
among his enemies and opponents. Things were obviously reaching a breaking point. In
Caelius's judgment, expressed in early August, Caesar was convinced he could not be
salvus ifhe separated himself from his army.81The reference is often taken to refer to
the dubious threat of prosecution, but there is no need to import this notion: despoiled

of his expected consulate and triumph,Caesar would hardly consider himself "secure"
or "unharmed," quite apart from any further consequences
that such a heavy blow
under
the
in
its
His
natural
train.
circumstances, was to
reaction, perhaps
might bring
increase the pressure: he had to show thathe was prepared for a military confrontation

78

Quid ergo? exercitum retinentis cum legis dies transient rationem haberi placet?
tempus non legis sed libidinis tuae, fac
(looking forward into the new year): praeteriit
tamen legis; ut succedatur
'habe meam rationem.' Girardet,
"Caesars
decernitur;
impedis et ais
(as in n. 1), 681-685
argument (Consulare
imperium [as in
adopts A. Giovannini's
Konsulatsplan"
n. 50], 105-146)
that Caesar's
command
legally lapsed at the end of 50. But itwould be better not
Cic.

Att. 7.7.6:

Att. 1.9.4

Indeed, given the
any strong conclusions
"Penelope-Frage."
depend on that never-ending
an
even
our
to
exact
evidence
and
its
notable
failure
date
Gruen's
of
once,
sug
specify
ambiguities
that a terminal date may not have been explicitly stated in the law (Last
gestion seems most plausible
with n. 153; cf. too Botermann,
"Denkmodelle"
Generation
[as in n. 2], 415
[as in n. 2], 492^93,
tomake

n. 15), leaving contemporaries
to debate the precise terminus of a ten-year assignment
a "political"
rather than a narrowly juristic way (a good distinction Girardet himself

in essentially
introduces

at

a novel but
[as in n. 1], 692). Girardet's
theory induces him to propose
are
to
which
of
Caes.
BCiv.
comitiis
those of
1.9.2,
proximis
unconvincing
interpretation
according
summer 50 rather than 49, and the six months "stolen" from Caesar's
command
semestri
(ereptoque
context
imperio) constitute the latter half of 50 rather than, as seems clear from the argumentative
"Caesars

as well

Konsulatsplan"

as the imperfect

of extorqueretur and retraheretur, the former half of 49 (pp.
subjunctives
are the latter half of 49: see Raaflaub,
view is that the "six months"
(Another possible
contentio [as in n. 1], 129 n. 94). Since no other source suggests a terminal date forCaesar's
Dignitatis
command
inmid-49
therefore lends
(or, on the other possible
reading, the end of 49), the passage
further support to the idea that no fixed, absolute date was set in law for the termination of Caesar's
699-700).

but that he was

command
he claimed

time of the elections
simply reckoning to the projected
his ratio absentis entitled him to remain in his province.

79

Above,

n. 62.

80

Below,
Caelius

nn. 88, 89.
ap. Cic. Fam.

81

ercitu recesserit.

8.14.2:

Caesari

For another view,

of 49 until which

autem persuasum
est se salvum esse non posse <si>
Last Generation
(as in n. 2), 495 n. 163.

see Gruen,
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if it came to that.General plausibility supports the theory of Hans-Martin Ottmer that
Caesar brought as many as five legions south of theAlps in the latterhalf of 50.82 There
was still some hope, however, that the opposition could be splintered. Caesar will have

heard from Curio and others that his cause was embraced by the Roman People and
widely preferred even among senators to any hard-line stance that could provoke civil
war.83 Senatorial inaction against Curio's persistent threat to veto any attempt to recall
or replace Caesar must have given real hope that the center might hold.84 On the other
hand, ifCaesar did not continue to retain his army as a way of pressuring senators in the
- that
middle, the chances of holding his adversaries to a "free and fair" election in 49
- will have looked doubtful at
was
one
to
he
foreordained
win
is,
best, and
probably
much worse by December, after Pompey was given command of the defense of Italy
and the two "stolen" legions were ordered up to the city from Campania.85 This, with
the accompanying consular mandate to begin levying troops throughout the peninsula,

constitutes the beginning of serious military preparations against Caesar.86
In lateDecember, Cicero was puzzled and dismayed thatCaesar was still set against
the condition of giving up his army for the second consulship that "even his enemies"
were giving him,87 but it is clear that the proconsul felt he could no longer trustPompey
and his inimici without an army at his back. Did he misjudge them? On December 25 or
26 Cicero wrote toAtticus after a long and detailed conversation with Pompey that the
great general had not only no hope of peace, but not even the desire for it.88Pompey, it
seems, had had enough. Even fromCicero's perspective, Caesar's "impudent" demands
were sheer extortion, which in itself only heightened fears of what a second consulship
82

the Rubicon"
Otttmer, Rubikon-Legende
[as in n. 2],
(as in n. 40), 15-38 (cf. Ehrhardt, "Crossing
claim that Caesar
had therefore decided upon war and was looking only for
36-40). But Ottmer's
a plausible pretext (pp. 79, 98; cf. Stanton, "Why Did Caesar Cross the Rubicon?"
[as in n. 1], 83)
goes well beyond his own findings of fact (cf. p. 36). It is worth reminding ourselves
occasionally
that the Senate
in Cisalpine

declared

Gaul

were

part at least reengaged
8.14.2.
83

war against Caesar on January 7,49, not the other way around. The legions
and in
of course also well placed to be brought to Italy proper, demobilized,
Cic. Fam.
for Caesar's
triumph, if that was the way events turned. Caelius:

to Civil War,
the readiness of senators and equites to accept Caesar's
in preference
demands
see Cic. Att. 7.3.5, 5.4, 6.2, 7.5; for the city populace
and "the People,"
30.2,
7.3.5, 7.6; Plut. Caes.
contentio [as in n. 1], 65 n. 260).
Cat. Min. 51.5; Dio 41.6.1
(further sources in Raaflaub, Dignitatis
and
Caesar's
army was generally welcomed
throughout Italy, probably due not only to his mildness
For

or merely to his speed and military superiority in
pp. 249-250)
clemency
(emphasized
by Raaflaub,
in den Jahren 49-44
the immediate vicinity (so H. Bruhns, Caesar
und die romische Oberschicht
v. Chr. [Gottingen 1978] 81-88)
that inclined Roman
but also to some of the same considerations
senators

84

Cic.

85

Note

and plebs in his favor.
[Cael.] Fam. 8.13.2; Att. 7.7.5.
Caes. BCiv.
1.9.5: discedant
in Italia

omnes ab armis, metus e civitate tollatur, libera comi
senatui populoque
Romano permittatur
(cf. Hirtius ap. Caes. BGall.
libera comitia
contentio (as in n. 1), 166, reports H. Fuchs'
8.52.4). Raaflaub, Dignitatis
suggestion
see n. 75.
<habeantur>.
Legions:
... nulli erat dubium,
Hirtius ap. Caes. BGall.
8.55.2: hoc facto
parare
quidnam contra Caesarem
see App. BCiv. 2.121, Dio 40.64.4,
tur. On the so-called
Plut. Pomp.
66.1^4;
"Schwertubergabe,"
tia atque

86

omnis

res publica

contentio (as in n. 1),
Ant. 5.2, with the varying interpretations of Raaflaub, Dignitatis
Gruen, Last Generation
Ottmer, Die Rubikon-Legende
(as in n. 2), 486-488;
(as in n. 40),
and Botermann,
"Cato und die sogenannte Schwertubergabe"
(as in n. 66). Note also Cic.

58.6-59.2,
29-55;

63-77;
Att. 7.8.4:

cum audierit

contra

87

Att. 7.4.3:

cui etiam

consulatum

88

Att. 7.8.4.

Cf. Cic. Fam.

[sc. Caesar]
inimici alterum
9.6.2

(to Varro

se diligenter

in 46):

parari.
cf. 7.9.3-4.
[sc. dederint];
vidi enim ... nostros amicos

cupere

bellum....
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forCaesar would be like.89At best, Pompey warned, accommodating Caesar's demands
would buy only a false peace.90
By the end of 50, then,Caesar could see thathe was being offered a choice between
war and humiliation (ignominia) rather than the honor a victorious Roman commander
would customarily expect.91 Itwas not hysterical for him to feel that his political, per
haps now even physical, survival was at stake.92As even Cicero acknowledges in his
last letterbefore the new year, war was now the likeliest prospect:93 Caesar stillwould
not relinquish the ratio absentis, which remained the foundation of his strategy to avoid
the devastating political defeat that loomed over him right through the final flurry of
discussions

over the firstweek of January, 49.94

III. Conclusion
I have tried to show in the latter half of this paper that the enormous value Caesar set
upon his legal privilege is fully understandable without following Suetonius (and the
unnamed "others" he cites) into the highly dubious territoryof a planned prosecution.
Trying Caesar was not in practice a serious prospect for blocking his transition from
proconsular command to the anticipated second consulship. The positive evidence
for the "prosecution hypothesis" is thin, the silence of our best sources damning, and
finally the hypothesis is quite unnecessary. It is of course perfectly possible that some
of Caesar's enemies entertained fantasies about calling their bete noire decisively to
account in a court of law. And if in 49 he had badly stumbled in his efforts to obtain the
consulship and triumph he feltwith some justice he deserved, all bets were surely off
as to his political future and ultimately perhaps his personal security. But the question
is not whether a prosecution of some sortwas conceivable, but whether it played the
crucial role in the coming of theCivil War that is so frequently attributed to it.To that
question I believe the answer is a clear negative. Rejection of the "prosecution theory"
brings into sharper focus Caesar's

see Cic. Att. 1.9.4, and 7.6.2:
stated fears: Cic. Att. 7.9.3
impudens postulatio.
Pompey's
nihil est timendum magis quam ille consul, cf. Att. 7.8.4: sic enim existimat, si ille vel dimisso ex
ercitu consul factus sit, cruYX'ucnv Tfj<;noXixeiaqfore
(see also ? 5).

89

Extortion:

90

Cic. Att. 7.8.4:

91

Caes.

93

94

simulatae periculis disserentem.
de pads
ut rebus
1.85.10:
in se uno non servari, quod sit omnibus datum semper imperatoribus,
gestis aut cum honore aliquo aut certe sine ignominia domum revertantur exercitumque

BCiv.

feliciter
dimittant.
92

claim to have fought the civil war in large part in

1.9.4: quonam haec omnia nisi ad suam perniciem pertinere?
is not to say that even then war was inevitable: note in Cic. Att. 7.9.3 that Pompey
was resolved to go to Spain ifCaesar were elected consul - perhaps intended as a subtle threat to
in the situation from Cicero's
and Pompey's
Cicero, but for all that still a sign of some "openness"
Caes.

BCiv.

Att. 7.9 .4.Which

See Botermann,
"Denkmodelle"
(as in n. 2), and also Raaflaub's
probing analysis of
perspective.
contentio (as in n. 1), 13-105.
the final stage of the crisis inDignitatis
In a final push to achieve his objectives without war, he offered to give up all but two legions and
Gaul, and finally to retain only one legion with Illyricum: Suet. Iul. 29.2; App. BCiv.
Transalpine

"Zum politischen Wirken"
Plut. Caes.
59.3-4; Veil. 2.49.4. Raaflaub,
31.1, Pomp.
(as in n.
contentio (as in. n. 1), 66-67, persuasively
and Dignitatis
confirms Plutarch's dating
13), 312-321,
of the offer in early January; contra, Gruen, Last Generation
(as in n. 2), 488, n. 133, following
Rice Holmes. As noted above, after the outbreak of fighting Caesar yielded the principle of the ratio
2.32;

absentis

in the peace

proposals

of late January; by then itwas

too late.
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defense of his dignitas - not to save himself from judicial condemnation but to avoid
- a second
being deprived of the honor
consulship and triumph thathis extraordinary
achievements were widely thought to have deserved. Justhow a civil war could be justi
fied to a public on thatbasis is a topic that stillmerits closer examination.95
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and res publica: Caesar and Republican
inK.J. Holkeskamp,
Eine politische
"Dignitas
Legitimacy,"
"
Kultur (in) der Krise? Die ? letzte Generation
der romischen Republik
(Munich, forthcoming 2008);
cf. Raaflaub, Dignitas
contentio (as in n. 1). J. S. Ruebel,
"Caesar's
and the Outbreak
of
Dignitas
Civil War," SyllClass
1 (1996)
133-141, makes various good points but goes too far in concluding
that Caesar did not claim (at least in the BCiv.)
to have gone to war in good part to defend his dig
nitas. - I thank the anonymous
readers for their helpful suggestions
and especially Kurt Raaflaub
for friendly and useful criticism.
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